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Defense mechanisms are thought
or affects

and

internal or

to mediate

extemal prohibitions (Perry & Cooper,
1986).

working with an individual's defense mechanisms

however,

use

of

a

known about the

little is

particular

between unacceptable impulses

is

central to

validity of the construct of

relevant to diagnosis

and the elucidation

of the

in

course

of

stability of

mechanisms may be

psychopathology.

defenses over time and

in

adolescents by means

their associations with behavioral

Sixty-three adolescents, including psychiatrically hospitalized

adolescents (n=31) and non-patient adolescents (n=32) were followed
consecutive years, with a

mean age

mechanisms were coded from a
at

of 14.5 at year

1

clinical interview at

Eight defense

of the study.

years

1

and

for four

3,

and behavioral

year 4 was measured by means of the Child Behavior Checklist

(Achenbach and Edelbrock, 1983).

Examination

of

defense mechanisms revealed

differences between patients and non-patients

in

simultaneously used defenses, and changes

defense use from year

Examination

For

defenses, antecedents or concomitants of

symptomatology? This study examines such associations

symptomatology

work;

defense, and whether the

that the empirical study of defense

instance, are certain defenses, or shifts

symptomatology.

clinicians'

and

defense predicts anything meaningful about human functioning.

Mauser (1986) proposes

examining the

many

Identifying

of associations

in

defense use, groupings
1

of

to 3.

between defenses and behavioral symptomatology

V

of

indicated three such relationships:

behavioral symptomatology
(i.e.,

at

(i.e.,

at

between
year

4);

early defense use

between

relatively

(i.e.,

reflections

1

to

3 and symptomatology. These

upon the extent

to

findings,

it

is

year

1)

and

of

defense change

suggested, provide

which defense mechanisms can be
considered both

along a developmental continuum and an
adpative-pathological continuum.

vi

later

concurrent defense use

year 3) and year 4 symptomatology; and
between the nature

from year

at
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Defense mechanisms are thought
or affects

and

internal or

the painful emotional

mediate between unacceptable
impulses

to

extemal prohibitions {Perry & Cooper,
1986), thus preventing

consequence

of the discharge of

such impulses or affects

(Schafer, 1954).

Defense mechanisms are thought not

and are believed

to

adhere to patterns such that an

particular defenses.
is

central to

many

and working

Identifying

be employed consciously,

individual consistently

with an individual's defense

work; however, the empirical study

clinicians'

mechanisms has been slow

to

to evolve.

One

constraint

in

uses

mechanisms

defense

of

studying defenses

is

that

various researchers have identified and defined
defense mechanisms differently
(Vaillant, 1986).

consensus as

in

time there

to their definitions.

defenses do not
inferred,

At this point

identify the

and thus

way

is

A second
in

no

finite list of

constraint

is

defenses nor

is

that existing definitions of

which an individual's use of a defense

different researchers

employ

different

there

measures

is

to

be

to elicit information

regarding defenses, such as psychodynamic interviews, therapists'
evaluations,
report questionnaires, or observations of the individual's responses
to

life

stress.

self-

It

is

problematic that each of these data sources potentially yields different observations.
Finally,

even when problems regarding the defining and measuring

been addressed, a

further constraint remains:

little is

of

known about the

defenses have
validity of the

construct of defense, and whether the use of a particular defense predicts anything

meaningful

in

regards to

human

Hauser (1986) proposes
be

functioning (Perry

He

and the elucidation

identifies several

investigation, regarding

Cooper, 1986).

that the empirical study of defense

particularly relevant to diagnosis

psychopathology.

&

of the

mechanisms may

course

areas of inquiry which are

in

of

need

of

defense mechanisms as possible antecedents or concomitants

Of

symptomatology: Do certain patterns

precede the expression

accompany
illness, i.e..

certain

psychopathology?

perhaps

of

adolescents' defensive repertoires, and

will

will

defenses

longitudinally

of

aspire to this area of

will

undertake to delineate the import

adolescent psychopathology. The study

of

defenses,

defenses predict course

recovery or deterioration? The
proposed study
will

shifts in

Do pattems

symptom pattems? Can pattems

inquiry and. specifically,
for

of certain

of defenses, or

of

defense mechanisms

examine the

investigate associations

stability of

between

defensive repertoire and behavioral
symptomatology.

Review
It

Is in

S. Freud's

of the

Theore tical

Literati irp

1894 paper, the "Neuro-Psychoses

introduces the term and conceptualization of "defense".

of

Defense", that he

In this

first

paper he presents

his

"working hypothesis" that hysteria, phobias,
obsesssions, and psychosis share a

common pathway
will",

of

in

that they

each involve on the

part of the patient's

ego an

or an "attempt at defense", against an experience,
an idea or a feeling

a sexual nature

-

which arouses distressing

-

"effort of

most

often

affect.

have formed an opinion which may be expressed, in current
psychological abstractions, somewhat as follows. The task which
the ego, in its defensive attitude, sets tself of treating the
incompatible dea as 'non arrivee' simply cannot be fulfilled by it.
Both the memory-trace and the affect which is attached to the idea
are there once and for all and cannot be eradicated. But it amounts
I

an approximate fulfillment of the task if the ego succeeds in
urning this powerful idea into a weak one, in robbing it of the affect
the sum of excitation - with which it is loaded, (p. 48)
to

t

S.

Freud suggests that

incompatible idea

concept

is

in

hysteria the

sum

-

of excitation, or affect, associated with the

transformed into something somatic, and thus he introduces the

of conversion.

In

the case of phobias and obsessions, affect

2

becomes

detached from
the

ego

original idea

its

rejects both the idea

The term "defense"

Remarks on
1896b).

is

and attached

and

affect, inducing

its

used

to other ideas.

in

"hallucinatory confusion".

the Neuro-Psychoses of Defense",
1896a and "The Aetiology of Hysteria",

However,

in later

works the term "repression"

is

introduced,

as to the relationship between the two
terms. However,

of the

two terms; "repression" seems

"defense" the motive for

it.

Later, in

to

years earlier

thirty

in

being

explicit

the Standard Edition,

in

implicit discrimination

between the

have described the actual process, and

an addendum

to Inhibitions.

Anxiety (1926), S. Freud suggests returning to the
old concept
it

used

first

for "defense", without there

Strachey notes that there seems to have
been an

use

the case of psychosis,

several of S. Freud's subsequent
works ("Further

interchangeably with and then as a
substitute
clarity

a

In

the "Neuro-Psychoses of Defense".

it will be an undoubted
advantage, think,
concept of 'defense', provided we employ
I

He

Svmp tnm^ ^nH

of "defense"

as he used

writes,

to revert to the old

it explicitly as a general
the techniques which the ego makes use of in
conflicts which may lead to a neurosis, while we
retain the word
'repression' for the special method of defense which the
line of

designation for

all

approach taken by our investigations made us better acquainted
with

S.

in

the

first

instance,

Freud suggests here that the

that of repression" reflects

hysteria

(p.

163)

"revival of the

concept

a more refined understanding

and obsessional neuroses. Characteristic

consciousness",

i.e.

of

repression, whereas

occurences are not forgotten, but are

in

defense and the
of

restriction of

a difference between

of hysteria

is

a "keeping away from

obsessional neuroses pathogenic

Thus the concept

of defense. S.

suggests, can encompass any processes, such as repression and

isolation, that

the purpose of protecting the ego against instinctual demands.

Freud

importance of

this

investigations

may show

nomenclature

is

that there

"isolated".

heightened
is

if

we

S.

Freud

have

writes, "the

consider the possibility that further

an intimate connection between special forms

3

of

defense and particular
Tf^us from

(P.164).
tied to

illnesses, as. for instance,

inception

its

tf.e

between repression and

notion of defense has,

in

Freud's writings, been

role in particular pathologies.

its

Over the course
defensive methods.

of his writings, S.

Freud enumerated several

lninfMon^_Symfi^^^

cites regression, reactive
alteration of the

defensive techniques employed

in

ego

of the ego's

^^^.^.^^

(reaction formation),

obsessional neurosis.

and undoing as

In "Instincts

and Their

Vicissitudes" (1915) he describes
turning against the self and
reversal.

Neurotic

f^ysteha"

Mechanisms

in

addition of

In

in

"Some

Jealousy, Paranoia and Homosexuality"
(1922) he describes

introjection (or identification),

mechanisms".

And

and

projection, characterizing

them as

"neurotic

addition to these nine defenses, A.
Freud (1936) proposes the

a tenth defense,

that of sublimation (or displacement),

a defense which, she

suggests, "pertains rather to the study of the normal
than to that of neurosis." (p.44)
In

her book. The

a theoretical expansion
both the

list

of

Ego and

of S. Freud's notion of

defenses and

variety of ways,

the Mechanl.g ms of Defense (1936), A. Freud
provides

however

it

defense mechanisms. Since her book,

their specific definitions

was

A. Freud

who

have been ameliorated

initiated the

in

a

systematizing process.

A. Freud defines the task of analysis as being that of
acquiring knowledge of the

three institutions of the psychic personality
their relation to

between

id

one another and

that

impulses force their way

motor apparatus and thus obtain

does not object
conflict, in that

to this intrusion.

the

id's

ego, and superego), and to understand

to the outside world.

and ego, she proposes

instinctual id

(id,

when

into the

gratification,

In

relations

describing the relationship

between the two are peaceful,

ego where they can gain access
and,

in

such a time

However, she suggests, often

primary process and pleasure seeking

the ego's secondary process and respect for

the rath of the ego.

4

reality.

In this

of

to the

peace, the ego

this intrusion instigates

is likely

case, the

to conflict with

id

impulses incur

energy, and they make hostile
incursions
overthrowing it by a surprise attack.

into the ego
ho"^ of
The ego Titfs^ie becomes
counterattack and to inJade the
te^htorv of

suspicious; t proceeds to
the Id. Its purpose is to put the
instincts permanently out
of

aS

bv

^^esigne^drJc^^n?^

::T^oiizr^^^^^

A. Freud reconciled her father's
earlier and later views about
the function of defenses;

she

clarified that

feelings
In

and

defense against

affects are

instinctual impulses

and defense against

painful

based upon the same motives, and serve
the same purpose.

both cases, she proposed, defense
mechanisms protect the ego by warding

anxiety and

guilt feelings.

A. Freud develops the notion that the
interpretation of defenses

psychoanalytic process.

She suggests

consciousness that which
belongs" (p.28),

i.e., id,

is

that the analyst's task

unconscious, "no matter

ego, or superego.

consciousness that which
that id impulses naturally

is

unconscious

want

to

The
is

to prevent the id

consciousness by means

to

is

is

central to the

to bring into

which psychic

institution

it

analyst's task of bringing into

a task which

is

aligned with that of the

achieve consciousness and

not aligned, however, with certain tasks of the ego,

endeavor

off

in

that

This task

gratification.

a task

of the

id, in

ego

is

is

to

impulses or associated affects from achieving

of defensive operations.

resistant to the analytic process,

and thus

Therefore,

in this

capacity the ego

A. Freud suggests, "analysis of

Is

ego

resistances gives us a good opportunity of observing and bringing into consciousness
the ego's unconscious defensive operations
then,

is first

to recognize the

done by the defense,

i.e.,

in full

swing"

(p. 31).

The

analyst's task,

defense mechanism, and next to undo what has been

"to find out

and restore

to

its

place that which has been

omitted through repression, to rectify displacements, and to bring that which has been

5

isolated

back

into

its

true context" (p.l5).

She suggests

that

once these severed

connections have been re-established,
attention can be turned from
analysis

back

to analysis of the

and ego

id,

and proposes

that this twofold

method

A. Freud

expands upon

S. Freud's notion,

one

of attending to both id

central to the present study, of

there being an association
between defensive patterns and
writes, "the part played

consists

in

by the ego

in

symptom

She

formation.

the formation of those compromises
which

the unvarying use of a special

method

we

procedure every time that demand recurs

upon repression, she suggests
particularly

in its

that repression

"dangerous" defense mechanism,

and

affective

are equally efficacious, but that even

by

makes another

classified chronologically.

Anxiety,

first

into

results in

whole realms

of

She suggests

that other defensive

into

methods

an acute form they are
idea, taken

up more

defenses can be more or less pathological.

proposal, pertinent to this study, that defenses might be

S. Freud,

addendum

in his

of

development.

an ego and an

id,

He

to Inhibitions.

has reached these stages

hypothesis, suggesting that

writes,

"It

may

and before the formation

apparatus makes use of different methods
it

it

a

Symptoms and

introduces the notion of the use of particular defenses as possibly being

dependent upon stage
cleavage

in that

Thus she introduces the

later theorists, that certain

A. Freud

Focusing

particularly efficacious, yet

when they develop

within the limits of the "normal".

explicitly

a

same

being withdrawn from consciousness, potentially

life

"destroying" the integrity of the personality.

more

stereotyped form" (p.34).
is

call

when

of defense,

confronted with a particular instinctual
demand, and the repetition of exactly the

instinctual

ego

what comprises psychoanalysis.

is

symptoms

of the

of

be that before

well

of

regression, reversal

A. Freud

may

and turning against the

6

encounter on

employs

it

expands upon

old as the instincts themselves, or at least as old as the conflict

impulses and any hindrance which they

sharp

a super-ego, the mental

defense from those which

of organization" (p. 164).

its

their

between

way

afer

this

self are "as

instinctual

to gratification"

and thus are ,he

(P.52),

ar^d proiecior, are

earliest de.er,se

employed

or,ly after

.echanis^s employed by

,he

and repression and sublimation
are

world;

process of development as they
involve

ego has been
not

employed

the ego; in.roiecion

difleren.ia.ed fron, ,he
outside
until relatively late in

differentiation of the

ego from the

id

the

and

superego, respectively.
A. Freud cites difficulties
already at that time apparent

Chronologically classify defense
mechanisms,

concur with the theoretical chronology.
Classify

still

She

defenses chronologically, noting

one

of the

most obscure

knowledge base pertaining
exponentially.

The work

of

in

attempting to

that clinical observations
did not

eventually

abandoned the attempt

that "the chronology of
psychic

fields of analytic theory"
(p.53).

to

in

Piaget (1929. 1952) has documented
a predictable
in

children's cognitive processes, indicating
that
of

development.

Kohlberg's work (1969) has documented
qualitatively different stages

moral judgment.

qualitatively different stages of

documented stages

of

is

Since A. Freud's time, our

these processes are qualitatively different
at different stages

of

processes

developmental psychological processes
has expanded

chronological sequence of changes

development

to

in

the

Loevinger's (1966) work has provided evidence
of

ego development, and the work

of Erikson (1950)

psychosocial interaction and emotional development.

has

These

theories share the perspective that there are
qualitatively different stages of ego
functioning which
is

emerge

at different

stages of development.

reasonable to suggest that defense mechanisms, another

emerge

in

a developmental fashion, and

different at different

that

From

of the

this perspective,

ego

it

functions, might

defense use might be qualitatively

stages of development.

Cramer (1991)

identifies

two

different

approaches which have been taken

in

attempts to generate developmental models of defense mechanisms: the "horizontal"

and

"vertical"

approaches. The horizontal approach uses a time

7

line

as a point

of

reference, whereas the
vertical approach
organizes defenses hierarchically
based

upon a chosen

characteristic,

such as degree

of reality distortion.

Vaillanfs (1977) combines
the horizontal and vertical
approaches

developmental model
hierarchical

of

model which

defense mechanisms,
is

based upon

in

that he coordinates

level of maturity.

interwoven with a second hierarchy
based upon

his

in

a time

line with

This hierarchical model

level of pathology.

In this

a

is

model,

lowest level defenses are referred
to as "psychotic", indicating
a severe degree of
pathology; these are delusional
projection, denial, and distortion.
level of

The proceeding

defenses are characterized as "immature",
a developmental dimension; these

are projection, schizoid fantasy,
hypochondriasis, passive-aggressive behavior,
and
acting out.

Defenses on the following

level are

termed

"neurotic", again

a pathological

dimension; these are intellectualization,
repression, displacement, reaction formation,

and

The highest

dissociation.

level

defenses are referred

to

as "mature", again a

developmental dimension; these are altruism, humor,
suppression,
sublimation.

Vaillant's forty

year longitudinal study

of elite healthy

and

anticipation,

male adults

provided data indicating that neurotic and immature
defenses are not only associated
with psychopathology, but also with normal
adapatation to challenges and crises over

the

and
life

life

He found

span.

that,

that with increasing age, use of low-level defenses decreased,

furthermore, decreased use of low-level defenses

adaptation

in

areas

of work, love, heatlh, recreation,

was associated

with better

and self-esteem. Thus

Vaillant

elaborates upon two of A. Freud's concerns; his work indicates the usefulness
of

considering defenses along both a chronological developmental and an adaptivepathological continuum.

Schafer (1954) provides a useful discussion of the adaptive versus pathological

dimension

of

defense mechnanisms, a

versus "defensive".

He suggests

that

it

distinction

is difficult

8

which he refers
to

draw a

to

as "adaptive"

distinction

between

adaptive and defensive, as the
two often coexist and merge,
but he provides the
following guiding definitions:

Insofar as operations are
defensive, they seek to obstruct
'""P^'^^^ ^°^^"y: '"sofar as operations are
«H.ntf
T''^®'*
^^"^'''^^^^ discharge of accepted
impulses.
K'.K®y
^'^^^'y ^^'^y- •'^^'"^
"^it expression of
fhP.p'^r.pnI^
these accepted impulses so as to
insure maximum gratification
consistent with the individual's total ife
situation jp 163)

f

By way
a

of illustration. Schafer depicts

a defensive versus adaptive means

of

managing

hostile impulse:

A

repudiated hostile impulse, for example, if
handled defensively
If the defense is
successful, will not be felt ntemally and will be
blocked from discharge; a state of unconscious,
pent-up hostility will
result. An accepted hostile impulse, on
the other hand, if handled
adaptively and if the adaptation is successful, will
be felt by the
ndividual and will be discharged at an appropriate
object, in
appropriate form and with appropriate intensity. What
is

and

and what is 'accepted' and 'repudiated' will be
definedin terms of the current external stituation. the inner
conditions ... and the reasonably foreseeable external
consequence of the hostile behavior {counterattack, abandonment
etc.). (p. 164)
'appropriate'

The

theoretical literature thus

makes

several propositions:

that there are

associations between defense mechanisms and psychopathology; that defenses might

be

qualitatively different at different stages of development,

i.e..

defenses can be

considered along a developmental continuum; and that defense mechanisms can be
considered along an adaptive-pathological continuum.
propositions

is

a matter

for empirical study.

Review

The bulk

Validation of these

of the Empirical Literature

of the empirical literature pertains to investigations of associations

psychiatric diagnosis

and defensive

functioning.

9

Of

this literature,

a small proportion

examines such associations

in

adolescent samples.

There has been minimal

empirical work devoted to the
elucidation of the developmental
progression of defense

mechanisms, and likewise
nature of defenses.

As a whole,

difficulty of yielding

and means

attention given to the adaptive
versus pathological

little

this

incohesive group of studies
demonstrates the

generalizable findings

when

definitions of

defense mechanisms,

of inferring their usage, are
varied considerably.

Kelly (1986),

conducted one

in

of the

an

few studies

were assessed by means
scoring Rorschach

effort to identify

human

of the

an adolescent borderline configuration,

of adolescents'

Lerner Defense Scale (Lerner

figure responses.

considered to be characteristic

defensive functioning.

idealization, projective identification,

and

& Lemer, 1980)

The author targeted

of the borderline

denial.

five

These were assessed

use

in

splitting,

samples

of

of either borderline,

Findings indicated that the borderline group utilized

projective identification significantly
did not differ in their

for

defenses

phenomenon: devaluation,

female adolescent inpatients, ages 14-17, with
DSM-III diagnoses
depression, or conduct disorder.

Defenses

more than

the other groups; however, the groups

of devaluation, splitting, idealization or denial.

Of

interest

was

the finding that the conduct disorder group, with the exclusion
of the use of projective
identification,

In

response

exhibit

showed a

to

defense usage similar

to that of the borderline group.

these findings, the author suggested that borderline adolescents can

a variety

borderline

profile of

of

defensive patterns; that conduct disorder symptoms might obsfucate

symptoms; and

finally, that

the the validity of the Lerner Defense Scales

might be questioned.

Cooper and colleagues (Cooper, Perry & Arnow,
characteristics of adult borderlines,
clinical

groups:

symptoms

1988),

in

an

effort to delineate

assessed the defense mechanisms used by

four

adults with DSM-III borderline personality disorder, borderline

(but not

enough

personality disorder,

and

to

meet the

bipolar

Type

criteria for

II

disorder.
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a

full

diagnosis), antisocial

These researchers developed the

Rorschach Defense Scale, a 15-item
scale, as a means

based upon Rorschach content (as
opposed
Findings indicated that two

symptom groups

borderline

mechanisms

were

-

frequently noted

projection, splitting,

antisocial

have

defenses

and

limited

-

the borderline personality
disorder and

denial; these

same

clinical

utility in

II),

defense

devaluation,

groups were negatively

However, discriminant analysis using these

failed to discriminate the three
diagnostic

Type

variety of defenses

significantly positively correlated
with

and hypomanic

bipolar

a

Rorschach determinants or scores).

the borderline clinical literature:

in

correlated with intellectualization.
particular

groups

clinicial

to

of rating

groups (borderline,

indicating that these particular defense

mechanisms

discriminating the diagnosis of borderline
personality disorder

from the other two closely related disorders.
The diagnosis of bipolar Type
strongly associated with defense

mechanisms

of intellectualization

and

was

II

isolation of

affect,

both generally considered to be more mature
defenses, corroborating the

clinical

observation that this group of subjects was a generally
healthier one.

No

associations were found between antisocial personality
disorder and any of the 15

defenses.
Studying a sample of inpatient manic-depressive adults, Ablon and
colleagues
(Ablon, Carlson

& Goodwin,

longitudinally over

the

Ego

Profile

scale which

is

1974) examined subjects' defense mechanisms

a four month period

of hospitalization.

&

Scale (Semrad, Grinspoon

completed by the

clinician.

It

from least to most mature: the narcissistic
distortion), the affective triad (including

This research group used

Fienberg, 1973), a 9-item defense rating

groups defenses

into three triads ranging

triad (including denial, projection,

and

obsessive-compulsive, hypochondriacal, and

neurasthenic), and the neurotic triad (including dissociation, somatization, and
anxiety).

The

first

of the findings indicated that during recovery from

episode the majority

of the

sample demonstrated a

characterized by a decrease

in

shift in

an affective

defense pattern

the narcissistic triad of defenses and an increase

11

in

the

anxiety subsca.e of the
neurotic

represented a

shift

triad.

These changes, as

interpreted by the authors

from use of more to less
pathologic defenses, and were
consistent

With other ratings of clinical
improvement such as global
depression and mania ratings.
Likewise, increases in
psychopathology were associated
with a shift in the reverse
direction,

from use

narcissistic triad.
of clincial

increase

of healthier to

A second

change revealed
in

more

primitive defenses, predominately
those of the

finding of this study

that

6

of

7 patients

was

that

an examination

who switched

out of

of predictors

mania showed an

somatization and hypochondriasis just
prior to the switch. Although

unipolar and bipolar patients could
not be distinguished on the
basis of defensive
patterns,

it

was

the authors' impression that unipolar
patients, under stress,

seemed

to

mobilize somatic and hypochondriacal
defenses more readily than did the bipolar
patients.

means

for

The authors suggest

that somatic

depressed patients

reach out

to

and hypochondriacal defenses are a

for help.

defenses by bipolar patients preceding a switch out
attempt to recover psychologic equilibrium;

their

Thus the increased use
of

these

of

mania could be considered an

use by the unipolar patient might

prevent a switch into mania.

Bond and colleagues (Bond, Gardner &
studied the use of defense

mechanisms by

Christian, 1983;

psychiatric

Bond &

and non-patient

Vaillant,

1986)

adults,

attending to relationships between defenses and both
psychopathology and ego

development.
Bond's group devised a questionnaire designed to assess defense

mechanisms by means

of subjects' self-appraisals of

mechanisms. The questionnaire consists

of 81

conscious derivatives

For instance, a statement considered to

someone mugged me and

stole

my money,

I'd

defense

statements thought to tap characteristic

styles of dealing with conflictual situations, suggestive of

mechanisms.

of

rather

24

different

defense

reflect reaction formation

is:

he be helped than punished."

Subjects are asked to report their degree of agreement or disagreement with each

12

"If

statement.

In tt,is

case, as acknowledged by
the authors, what are being
measured are
only consciously recognized
defense styles. Several
comments can be made about

measure.

this

First,

from a theoretical perspective,
individuals would be expected

remain unaware of defense
mechanisms

unknown what

is

It

it

recognized defense styles,

may

seems
fail

that this

be

danger

to

unconscious

of

of subjects selecting

socially or personally acceptable.

defense mechanisms and

its

conflicts

and consciously

measure, which taps consciously

to identify

Which the subject remains unaware

invites the

response

Kind of relationship exists
between unconsciously

employed defenses. Thus

in

utilized in

,o

perhaps the most

critical

defense usage. Secondly,

areas of

this

conflict

measure

responses based upon what they
perceive to

This particular measure's
operationalization of

limitations should

be considered

in

evaluation of the

following findings.

Factor analysis of questionnaire items revealed
clusters of four different defense
styles (styles 1-4).

Style

1

consisted of apparent derivatives of defense
mechanisms

often considered as immature:

withdrawal, regression, acting out, inhibition,
passive

aggression, and projection (Bond labelled this style
"maladaptive").
of

omnipotence,

splitting,

and

Style 2 consisted

primitive idealization (labelled "image-distorting"
style).

Style 3 consisted of reaction formation and pseudoaltruism
(labelled "self-sacrificing"
Style 4 consisted of defense

style).

mechanisms

often considered as mature:

suppression, sublimation, and humor (labelled "adaptive"
Findings indicated,
style 4.

first,

that style

1

was

style).

significantly negatively correlated with

Secondly, the patient group used the relatively immature defense styles

1,

2

and 3 more than the non-patient group; the non-patient group used the more mature
style

4 more so than the patient group. These findings suggest

might represent opposite ends of an adaptiveness continuum.
styles

were found

to correlate with

a measure

of

1

and 4

Secondly, the four

ego development, Loevinger's

Sentence Completion Test (Loevinger & Wessler, 1970).
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that styles

Specifically, there

was a

high

negative correlation between
level of ego development
and stylel (comprising

immature defenses), lower negative
correlations with

styles 2

and 3 (comprising what
are considered intermediate
defenses), and a significant
positive correlation with style
4 (comprising mature defenses). These correlations
suggest

can be ranked

in

that the

defense styles

the described order along
an adaptiveness continuum.

These associations between defense

styles

development suggest a developmental
progression

and both patient status and ego
in

the use of defense styles;

individuals progress from using
relatively immature defense
patterns to using

intermediate patterns, to using more
mature defense patterns. These findings
support

a conception

of

defenses as arranged

a hierarchy

in

individual's successful adaptation to
the world.

method employed measures only conscious
no data to delineate the nature

of maturity that relates to

an

However, as previously stated, the

self-appraisals of defense styles; there are

of the relationship

between defense

styles

and defense

mechanisms.

Bond and colleagues conducted

further analyses of these

to understand the nature of the relationship

same

self-report questionnaire,

between defense

samples

I

and

II

I

effort

chart review

diagnoses. The patients included

analysis were grouped as having one of the following Axis

an

as measured by the

style,

and diagnosis. Raters conducted a

assigned each patient DSM-III Axis

in

diagnoses:

and

in this

a psychotic

disorder (including schizophrenia, paranoia, and schizoaffective disorder);
a major
affective disorder (embracing bipolar or unipolar);

Axis

I

disorder.

paranoid),

Axis

Type B

II

any anxiety

diagnoses were grouped as Type

(histrionic, narcissistic, antisocial,

and

A

disorder;

and any other

(schizoid, schizotypal,

borderline),

Type C

and

(avoidant,

dependent, compulsive, and passive-aggressive), and any other personality disorder.
Interestingly,

no associations were found between defense

style

and diagnosis.

Although, as reported above, styles

1, 2,

defense style could not predict any

individual diagnostic category.

and 3 were associated
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with patient status,

Neither could

diagnoses accurately predict
defense
maior affective disorders,

who used

An exception was

style.

either

no

style that could

a pattern which resembled the
defense

4; this is

tt,at

of patients with

be detected, or used style

style of control subiects

more than

that

Of the other patients.

These secondary

findings could be interpreted
as indication that diagnosis

defense style are two independent
dimensions.

and

However, several methodologic

limitations restrict the conclusiveness
of these findings.

The major

limitation is the

one

described above, regarding the lack of
evidence that the conscious self-appraisals

defenses measured

in this

mechanisms. Secondly,

study are

in fact reliable

derivatives of unconscious defense

study examined associations between
defenses and only

this

very broad diagnostic groups.

The groups are

overinclusive, perhaps accounting for

the lack of associations between defenses
and either Axis
limitation relates to the fact that the
patients
illness,

and

different patients

were assessed

at intake,

time during hopitalization

of

inpatients

or

II

diagnoses.

A

third

were tested during only one phase

were assessed during

and the

I

different

were assessed

when they could have been

either

of their

phases. The oupatients

at

an undefined point

decompensated

or

in

on the

road to recovery.

The present
limitations.

method

to

study's methodology evades several of the above identified

First, this

study rates defense mechanisms from

be described

later),

as opposed to

clinical interviews (the

utilizing self-reports.

Secondly, subjects

are not grouped into potentially overinclusive diagnostic clusters, but
are rated by

means

of

a symptom

for the rating of

an

profile.

Third, the present study

individual's

is

longitudinal,

defense mechanisms during two

development, at two years apart. This allows
the assessment of their change or

stability,

for the tracking of

different

15

phases

of

defenses over time and

as well as an examination

between defenses and behavioral symptomatology.

and thus provides

of the relation

£teviajs_Studies_oLt^^
Previous analyses
al.,

and

of

data collected from our
adolescent sample (Jacobson

et

1986) have enumerated differences
between the adolescent psychiatric
sample
diabetic

and non-patient samples

in

regards to the use of particular
defense

mechanisms. Defense mechanisms were
coded from
later described).

found

at time

1

In

to

comparison

use

clinical

interviews (as

to the non-patient groups,
the psychiatric

significantly

more

of five

will

be

group was

defenses considered to be immature:

acting out, avoidance, displacement,
projection, and fuming against

self.

Furthermore,

they used significantly less of the four
defenses considered to be mature: altruism,
asceticism, intellectualization, and
suppression.
significantly lower than the non-patient

The present study
are evident

in

groups

in

The

psychiatric group

was

rated

terms of overall defensive success.

likewise determines whether such group
differences

in

defense use

the particular sub-sample being studied, and
furthermore examines

whether these group differences are evident two years
hence.

A second

finding

was

that of

an association between nine

mechanisms and ego development as measured by
Test

the overall sample.

in

to

These
document

intellectualization,

levels of

patients

be mature: suppression,

findings parallel those of Bond's group presented above,

relationships

in

to

positively correlated

as well as overall defensive success.

between defense mechanisms and both

development. The findings thus contribute support
arranged

out, avoidance, denial,

Defense mechanisms

ego development score were three considered
and

Loevinger's Sentence Completion

be immature: acting

displacement, projection and repression.

altruism,

a hierarchy

of maturity; patients

ego development use
and those

defense

Defenses negatively correlated with ego development

score were six defenses considered

with

of the

less sophisticated defense

at higher levels of

ego development.
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that they

patient status

to the conception of

and those who are

in

and ego

defenses as

at relatively

lower

mechanisms than non-

Noam
time

(1984), studying our

found that 9

1.

they grouped

Noam

in

of 11

combined sample

of patients

and non-patients

defense mechanisms correlated
with one another such

a hierarchy

of maturity, similar to
that

identified three groupings:

proposed by

immature defenses (consisting

at

that

Vaillant (1977).

of projection

and

acting out); neurotic defenses
(consisting of denial, displacement,
repression, reaction

formation,

and

intellectualization);

suppression).

and mature defenses (consisting

and

Correlations were then examined
between these groups and both ego

and moral development. Immature and
with

of altruism

neurotic defenses were negatively
correlated

ego development; mature defenses were

development.

positively correlated with

ego

Likewise, immature defenses were
negatively correlated with moral

development; mature defenses were positively
correlated with moral development.

These

findings further contribute to

a conception

of

defenses as

falling

developmental and adaptive continuum, or as comprising
a hierarchy
present study likewise determines whether such
groupings
identified in the

of

along a

The

of maturity.

defenses can be

sub-sample being studied, and furthermore examines whether

groupings of defenses are evident two years hence.

Meeks

(1990), looking within our patient sample, pursued associations between

defense mechanisms and DSM-II diagnoses (DSM-II being the presiding

system

at the time of

these adolescents' hospitalization).

defense mechanisms at years

1

and 3

of the

study were

with diagnoses of conduct disorder, adjustment disorder,

Comparisons

classification

of the

made between

use

of

9

adolescents

and personality

disorders.

Several findings emerged.
At year

groups

in

were no

1

no

significant differences

were noted between the three diagnostic

regards to the use of particular defense mechanisms.

significant differences.

However,

at

year

3,

Again

at

year 3 there

the adjustment disorder group did

score significantly higher on a measure of overall defensive success than both the

conduct disorder and personality disorder groups. This measure
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reflects the

use

of

a

combination of defenses. This gain
on the part of the adjustment
disorder group might
be understood in light of the short-term
nature and less debilitating
effect of that DSM-II
diagnosis, a diagnosis which,
transitory nature.

it

is

now

is

to successfully

Examination of differences

sample as a whole and

for

each

in

defense use between years

of the diagnostic

self

were used

overall defensive

group there was a

were used

significantly greater.

decrease from year

and

group the defenses of acting

whereas asceticism and

more from year

1

to

year

3.

tendency

for

each

year 3

and

from year

in

significantly

1

to

to

use

3,

of

were used

success were employed

Meeks thus

far,

use fewer immature, action-

there are not well-defined

differentiate the diagnostic groups, although there is

of the

year

the use of acting out,

the findings of

seem

3

Within the conduct disorder

overall defensive

To summarize

avoidance,

Looking within the

turning against self

more mature defenses. However,

defense patterns which

were used

significant increase in the

the psychiatric adolescents as a whole, over time,

oriented defenses and

to

1

out,

For the personality disorder

overall defensive success.

out, displacement,

both for the

3,

out, avoidance, displacement,

significantly less

and avoidance; there was a

intellectualization, altruism,

significantly less,

self

success was

significant

turning against self,

significantly

and

significantly less in year

significantly greater.

adjustment disorder group, results indicated that acting

and tuming against

of

groups, revealed significant

to year 1; altruism, asceticism,
intellectualization

more, and overall defensive success was

and

1

For the overall psychiatric sample, the
defenses of acting

as compared

its

respond to stress.

displacement, projection, and turning against

projection,

obsolete, in part due to

By year 3 these adolescents had
perhaps perfected a pattem

defense with which

differences.

interesting to note,

a

groups to employ more mature defenses with increasing

frequency.
Correlations

among defenses

this study, regarding the

within years

1

and 3

elicited the third finding of

groupings of defenses; two of the three groupings
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identified

by

Noam

using the combined sample
of patients and
non-patients, as described above

were replicated

here, although with slightly
differing membership.

The immature group

consisted of acting out, avoidance,
displacement, prelection, and turning
against

The mature group consisted
no evidence
years

and

1

a neurotic

of

3,

of altruism, asceticism,

The

cluster.

and were stronger

at

and

intellectualization.

identified correlations

year

Thus,

3.

in this

were evident

self.

There was
at both

sample, groupings of

defenses remained stable over time.

Due

DSM

to the evolution of

diagnostic criteria

it

is difficult

to

draw conclusions

from the above findings which are
based upon out-dated DSM-II

classifications.

the diagnosis of adolescent adjustment
disorder

applied

circumstances required the afixing

which lacks

specificity.

and the group

is

most

of

some

was commonly

diagnosis;

it

is

a diagnostic

Secondly, the diagnosis of personality disorder
likely quite

heterogenous.

when

classification

is

non-specific

Furthermore, the diagnosis of

personality disorder has since been relinquished
to Axis
inapplicable to adolescents; the adolescents

First,

in this

II

and

considered

is

study diagnosed as having a

personality disorder would today be diagnosed differently
upon hospitalization.

Third,

the current DSM-III-R diagnostic criteria for conduct
disorder differs from that of DSM-II.

The design
profile of

of the present

symptomatology

diagnostic categories.

symptomatology

is

is

The

study

from that of Meeks

used as a measure

rationale for this

considered as a

defense mechanisms

differs

at years

1

criterion

and 3

is

of

in

two ways.

described below.

measure

in

Secondly, year 4

relation to the utilization of

of the study.

widely-used and well-documented symptom

measure

of

a

psychopathology as opposed to

The present study examines adolescent psychopathology by means

(CBCL) (Achenbach & Edelbrock,

First,

1983).

symptomatology as opposed

profile,

This
to

of

the Child Behavior Checklist

symptom

profile

allows for a continuous

a categorical diagnostic measure;

provides for a level of analysis of symptomatology which would be
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a

/

lost

if

either

it

diagnostic categories or
overinclusive diagnostic clusters
were used, such as those

used by Bond and colleagues
described above. The Child
Behavior Checklist was
developed in an effort to provide a
descriptive classification system
that could be used
to

group children

system

to the

for clinical

DSM

and research purposes, and

(APA) categorical

classifications.

to provide

Achenbach (1985) contrasts

psychometric multivariate approach,
characterized by the CBCL,
Kraepelinian taxonomies such as the
that individuals

criteria

boundahes between them are

impose boundaries by providing

excluding certain disorders
that his multivariate

categories, by
all

classification

if

approach avoids

means

of scoring the

to

points to the fact

He

difficult to identify.

syndromes are

asserts that the

differential diagnostic criteria,

this kind of forced

degree

He

that these

they are accounted for by others.

his

to the medical

system.

can suffer from more than one syndrome,
and

often overlapping;

DSM

DSM

an alternative

thus

Achenbach suggests

choice between overlapping

which children manifest the behaviors

of

behavior problem scales, regardless of overlapping
symptoms.
It

has been suggested

that examination of the relationship

between the

psychometric and medical classification paradigms referred to above
might contribute
to the construct validation of each,
utility.

of the

research and

their

clinical

Edelbrock and Costello (1988) attempted to determine the diagnostic correlates

CBCL

behavior problem scales. Their sample consisted

(both inpatient

the

and would also increase

and outpatient)

CBCL and were

children

administered the

aged

NIMH

6-16,

whose parents

at intake

completed

Diagnostic Interview Schedule for

Children-Parent version (DISC-P), a structured interview which

dignoses.

of clinically referred

elicits

DSM-III Axis

I

Several significant positive correlations were found between scores on the

behavior problem scales and Axis

I

diagnoses.

For example, scores on the aggressive

scale were significantly correlated with the diagnosis of conduct disorder.

Some

scales were significantly correlated with two or more diagnoses: for instance, scores

on the depressed scale were

significantly related to the diagnosis of
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major depression

and dysthymia; scores on the
immature scale were
Of attention deficit disorder

and separation

anxiety.

significantly related to the
diagnosis

Likewise

some diagnoses were

associated with more than one scale:
scores on the aggressive, cruel
and delinquent
scales each were significantly related
to conduct disorder.
Further correlations were examined
between scores on the

and externalizing "syndromes" and each
Axis
disorder, oppositional disorder,

and

I

diagnosis.

CBCL

Diagnoses

attention deficit disorder

internalizing

conduct

of

were correlated

significantly with extemalizing scores,
but not with internalizing scores.

Diagnoses

of

separation anxiety, avoidant disorder,
overanxious disorder, simple phobia, and social

phobia were correlated
scores.

Diagnoses

internalizing,

A

significantly with intemalizing scores,
but not with externalizing

of both depression

and dysthymia were

significantly related to

as well as, although to a lesser extent, extemalizing
scores.

finding of particular interest

was

that of strong linear associations

between

three scale scores (each a continuous score) and their
corresponding diagnoses,

i.e.,

as the scale score increased, the probability of achieving the
diagnosis increased.
This linear relationship

was found between

disorder; the delinquent scale

and conduct

the hyperactive scale and attention deficit
disorder; the depression scale

depression/dysthymia. These results suggest that there

below which children do not receive the

DSM

contrary to the underlying assumption of the
Overall, the findings of Edelbrock

is

no diagnostic threshold

diagnosis and above which they do,

DSM

classification system.

and Costello

indicate that there

convergence between the medical and psychometric approaches
of child psychopathology,

and so lend support

and

is

to the classification

to the validity of each.

The

linear

relationships indicate that an increasing scale score indicates a parallel higher
probability of obtaining the corresponding diagnosis.

argue

for

a continuous

distribution of

This particular finding

seems

to

these problem behaviors, rather than the

existence of discrete disorders that are either present or absent. The
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DSM

categorical

approach imposes a

absence

of

a disorder. There are two

categorization.

below the

fairly arbitrary cutoff
point for

First, potentially

cutoff point

a

potential limitations to

illness,

for the

child falls

symptom

how

not taken into consideration.

is

in

above or

Secondly, diagnostic

number and the

the

far

severity of

the diagnostic cutoff point could
be what predict the course of

but this information

purposes

such discrete

important information regarding

subgroups can be heterogenous;
differences

symptoms beyond

deterr^ining the presence or

These

is lost.

of the present study,

findings highlight the usefulness
of the

where

is

it

of

CBCL

importance to retain the subtleties

of

patterns which might be disguised
by mutually exclusive diagnostic

categorizations.

The aims

of the present

deschptive component

is

study are both descriptive and relational

three-fold.

Based upon a previous study

between groups

in

defense use

of the larger

will

it

sample,

be evident

colleagues (1986), and that these differences

Second,

at

will

it

year

in

defense use

is

expected that differences

1,

if

so,

at years

1

and

as reported by Jacobson and

be likewise evident

examines whether defense mechanisms group

clusters, and,

The

nature.

the descriptive component investigates

First,

differences between the non-patient and patient
groups
3.

in

into

at

year

3.

immature and mature

whether these groupings are stable from years

1

to 3, as reported

by Meeks. Third, the descriptive component assesses adolescents' defense

mechanisms
years

1

to

3

longitudinally by

of the period of study.

majority of patients

The

examining change

relational

will

defenses at years

1

and

is

3,

use

Based upon Meek's

use an increasing number

component

in

two-fold.

First,

it

of

findings,

it

is

expected that the

mature defense from year

1

to 3.

investigates associations between

and behavioral symptomatology

order to capture the longitudinal nature of defenses,
associations between the trajectory of a defense,
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defenses from

of individual

this

i.e.,

at

year

4.

Secondly,

in

component explores

changes

in

defense use (defined

as stable frequent use, stable
infrequent use. decreased
use, and increased use)
and
symptomatology. The pre-existing
literature does not provide
a basis for specific
hypotf,eses regarding associations
between defense mechanisms
and symptom
profiles,

and thus

this

componem

will

be

of

an exploratory nature.
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CHAPTER

2

METHOD

Sample
In

the context of the Adolescent and
Fannily Development Project of
Harvard

Medical School (1979-1982), data were
collected

sample

of

subjects

194 adolescents and

who

participated

in

for four

consecutive years from a

The present

their families.

project studies those

year 4 of the project, including a group of
non-patient

adolescents (n=32) and a group

of psychiatrically hospitalized

adolescents (n=31).

At

the inception of the study, the non-patient
adolescents were drawn from freshmen

volunteers attending a suburban public high school.

drawn from successive admissions
hospital.

was

psychiatric subjects

to the children's unit of

fourteen and a half years.

the time these adolescents were

in

The

of

were

a private psychiatric

Patients diagnosed as having a thought disorder or organic brain

were exiuded from the sample. The mean age
study

The

adolescents

in

the

first

damage

year of the

four years of data collection corresponded to

the ninth through the twelfth grades.

Measures
Defense Mechanisms Scale
(Jacobson, Beardslee, Mauser, Noam,

& Powers,

1986)

Defense mechanisms were coded from the annual Adolescent
research interview, which

was audiotaped and

transcribed.

Clinical-

These were one-hour

interviews conducted by experienced clinicians (psychiatrists, psychologists, and
social workers)

participated

in

who were

trained

in

The

interviewers

several training sessions, and worked from a detailed protocol

describing the areas to be covered.

adolescents'

the use of the research interview.

modes

of thinking

The aim

of the interview

and responding
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to

was

to elicit the

events and relationships

in five

major areas

of their

life:

school courses and relationships
with teachers; 2) family

1)

relationships; 3) relationships with
friends

and peers (same sex and opposite

extracurricular activities (e.g. sports,
jobs, drug use);

The

and

5)

views

sex); 4)

of his or her future.

interview addressed the adolescent's
predominate affective states, range of

feelings experienced, general
conflict
situations

in

each area. A detailed

the interview, although the order
with what

was

in

was made

inquiry

was

varied

in

into

each

of

of specific stressful

these areas during

order to establish rapport and to
deal

the forefront of the adolescent's
experience.

The development
mechanism

management, and handling

literature,

of the

defense codes was based upon the defense

most especially the work

(1964), Vaillant (1977),

and

particularly the

of A.

work

of

Freud (1966), Prelinger and Zimet
Valenstein and colleagues (Bibring.

Dwyer, Huntington & Valenstein, 1961). From these
sources, defenses were selected
that

were widely recognized and

pertinent for adolescents.

10 defenses; additionally, a separate code was developed

success.
in

The defense

three ways.

First,

definitions

where

present.

was employed,
Brief

definitions

were confusing,
of Prelinger

for

Raters assessed each subject on
there

fact occurred infrequently.
rating.

in

definitional

changes were

and Zimet, a

each major

case examples were generated from the interviews

if

defensive

five-point scale of

ranging from minimally present to strongly and intensively

deschptions were provided

specific defenses

for rating overall

for

used by Valenstein's group and others were refined

made. Second, based upon the approach
intensity

Codes were developed

was

all

for

defenses.

point

on the scale.

each scale

Third,

point.

Raters could withhold ratings of

insufficient information regarding the defense, but this in

Raters considered the entire interview

Thus, to assess a defense, the

rater

in

used both the frequency

making each
of

the overall interview, as well as the strength of a particular vignette.

based upon information derived from both interview behavior and
part of the subject.
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episodes found
Ratings were

self-reports

on the

Interrater reliability for

means

=

&

and thus

and suppression); one achieved

(denial

reliability

and

be not be included

will

fair reliability (altruism);

= less than 0.40;

Of
in

defense

11

these analyses

three codes achieved

(asceticism, displacement and
projection); and five defense codes

achieved excellent
self,

reliability

0.40-0.59; good = 0.60-0.74; and
excellent = 0.75 and above.
reliability

two raters by

for

Guidelines for evaluating in.raclass

Sparrow. 1982) are as follows:
poor

codes, two achieved poor

good

defense codes was assessed

of the intraclass correlation
statistic.

correlations (Cichetti
fair

all 1 1

overall

reliability (acting out.

avoidance, intellectualization, turning
against

defense success).

Child Behavior Checklist

The CBCL

is

(CBCL)

a measure of children's behavior problems consisting

behavior problem items (Achenbach

&

Edelbrock, 1983).

The form
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of

indicated for

adolescents aged 11-18, the Youth Self Report, was
employed. The adolescent rates
the extent to which the particular behavior
if

not true;

1

if

somewhat

or

sometimes

characteristic of

is

true;

and 2

if

them on a scale

of 0-2:

very true or often true. The

list

0

of

items includes a broad range of problems relevant to adolescents'
mental health
referrals.

am

"I

have trouble

sitting

too fearful or anxious", and

examples

of behavior

The

still", "I

"I

feel

worthless or

see things

that

inferior",

"I

get

in

many

nobody else seems able

fights",

"I

to see" are

problem items.

Child Behavior Profile, the companion to the

CBCL, scores

children on

various behavior problem scales; these scales were derived from factor analyses of the

CBCL

behavior problem items, using

have been given descriptive

labels to

clinical

samples.

These behavior problem scales

summarize the items comprising them; some

the labels correspond to traditional diagnostic terms, but are not
to them.

The

meant

to

be equivalent

Child Behavior Profile for the Youth Self Report form generates seven
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of

behavior problem scales:

somatic complaints, depressed,
unpopular, thought disorder,

aggressive, delinquent, and self-destructive
(boys only).

These seven behavior problem scales are
termed "narrow-band"

means

of

By

scales.

second-order factor analysis of the narrow-band
scales, two "broad-band"

syndromes were developed,

labelled "intemalizing"

and

Although the intemalizing and extemalizing
syndromes

"externalizing"

syndromes.

reflect contrasting

types of

behavior problems, interestingly, they are not
mutually exclusive. Analagous to the
relationship

there

is

a

however,
other,

between Verbal IQ and Performance IQ on the
Wechsler

positive correlation

some

and

this

between the

internalizing

intelligence test,

and extemalizing scales;

children distinguish themselves by scoring
higher on one than the

then becomes a matter of

clinical interest.

designated magnitude of discrepancy deemed

However, there

clinically significant,

is

not

a

although

guidelines for considering discrepancies have been proposed
(Achenbach

&

Edelbrock, 1983).

Adolescents' self-ratings on
stability,

CBCL

as well as correlations with other people's views,

meaningfulness (Achenbach

&

Edelbrock, 1983).

adolescents aged 12 to 17 complete the
health center
total

behavior problem items

and again

at

a 6-month

CBCL

stability of

high

enough

to inspire confidence in their

Achenbach and Edelbrock had

at intake into

follow-up; the

a community mental

Pearson correlation between the

behavior problem scores across the 6-month interval was

considerable

show

the self-ratings of behavior problems.

.69, indicating

Furthermore, the

total

behavior problem scores obtained from the adolescents' self-ratings were significantly
correlated (ranging from .37 to .70) with

mothers and a

clinician, at

CBCL

ratings of the adolescents by their

both intake and 6-month follow-up.
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3

RESULTS

Analyses were conducted as

between the non-patient (n=32) and
1

and

3,

computed.

1

and

Third, to

use from year

1

3,

First, in

address the question

of

means

at year

4

of

whether there were changes

were conducted

at

defenses

in

for individual defenses.

and

1

each year

among defenses were

coefficients

associations between individual defenses
(both at year

symptomatology

defense use

in

Second, to assess groupings

Pearson correlation

to 3, paired t-tests

order to assess differences

patient (n=31) groups

unpaired t-tests were conducted.

each year

within

follows.

3)

defense
Fourth,

and behavioral

the behavior problem scale scores) were
examined by

(i.e.,

of multiple regression analysis.

Finally, in order to

capture potential

associations between the longitudinal nature of defenses
and behavioral

symptomatology, associations between the

use

of

a defense from year

to 3)

1

trajectory of

a defense

(i.e.,

the

change

in

and symptomatology were investigated by means

of

analysis of variance.

Grou p Differences

in

Defenses & Symptomatolog y

Differences between the non-patient (n=32) and patient groups (n=31)

defense use
1].

at years

was found

It

1

that, at

and 3 were examined by means
year

considered to be "immature"
contrast, non-patients

1

,

-

patients

to

a

used

five

of unpaired t-tests [see

defenses

-

to

Table

those theoretically

significantly greater extent than non-patients.

used three defenses considered

greater extent than patients.

year

1,

in

In

be "mature" to a signficantly

Differences between groups at year 3 paralleled those at

although the differences were less strong. Thus patients consistently used

immature defenses more frequently than non-patients, both
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at

year

1

when

they were

TABLE

Group Means

1:

for

Defense Mechanisms

at

NON-PATIENT
(n=32)

MEAN
YEAR

1

Years

1

and 3

PATIENT
(n=31)

(SD)

MEAN

(SD)

DEFENSES

(0=minimal use, 4=extensive use)
Immature
Acting Out

Avoidance
Displacement
Projection
Turning vs. Self

1.5 (0.5)

3.0 (0.8)

-8.45***

2.0 (0.6)
1.3 (0.5)

3.1 (0.9)

-5.93***

2.3 (0.9)
2.2 (0.7)

-5.85***

2.6 (0.8)

11.08***

1.4 (0.5)
1.8 (0.5)

3.96***

2.1 (0.4)

2.3 (0.9)

1.4 (0.5)

2.40*
4.63***

1.3 (0.6)
1.0 (0.0)

-5.03***

Mature
Altruism

2.0 (0.6)

Asceticism
Intellectualization

YEAR

3

DEFENSES

Immature
Acting Out

1.3 (0.5)

2.1 (0.9)

-4 80***

2 7 (1
1 6 (0

0)

-4 25***

Displacement

1.8 (0.5
1.3 (0.5)

7)

-1

Projection
Turning vs. Self

1.3 (0.5)

1.7 (0 7)

1.1(0.3)

1.5(0.6)

1.9(0.6)
2.2(0.4)

1.9(0.8)
2.0(0.6)

0.39

Asceticism
Intellectualization

2.3(0.7)

1.8(0.6)

2.82**

Avoidance

98*

-2 31*
-3.81***

Mature
Altruism

Independent

t-test (two-tailed); *** p<.001; ** p<.01;
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*

p<.05

1.61

hospitalized

and

s.ill

a. year 3; non-pa,ien,s
consistently

used mature defenses more

frequently than patients.

Differences between the non-patient
and patient groups

symptomatology
Table

It

2].

at year

was found

4 were likewise examined by means

of

in

behavioral

unpaired t-tests [see

that three years post-hospitalization
patients

had more

delinquent and externalizing
symptomatology than non-patients; similar
degrees of

symptomatology were exhibited on the other
seven scales.

Defense Group ings
order to assess whether there were
groupings of defenses such that one

In

defense was

likely to

be used

in

concert with another, Pearson correlation
coefficients

among defenses were computed.
groups

at

year

1

Analysis of the pooled non-patient and patient

revealed two groupings of intercorrelated defenses:
immature

defenses (consisting

of acting out, avoidance, displacement,
projection,

and tuming

against self) and mature defenses {consisting of altruism,
asceticism, and
intellectualizatlon) [see

Table

Defenses within the respective groups were postively

3].

intercorrelated; furthermore, defenses belonging to the immature
group

negatively correlated with defenses belonging to the mature group
correlations

were likewise evident

at

year

3,

.

These

although were less strong.

analyses of the non-patient and patient groups

at years

1

were

Separate

and 3 revealed

similar

groupings of immature and mature defenses, however the correlations were less
strong, perhaps

due

to

reduced sample sizes.

Change
In

order to assess change

conducted

for Individual defenses.

in

in

Defense Use

defense use from year

1

to 3, paired t-tests

were

Results for the non-patient and patient groups are

presented separately.
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Group Means

2:

for

Year 4 Behavioral Symptomatology

NON-PATIENT
(n=32)

MEAN
YEAR

t

(n=31)

MEAN

(SO)

SYMPTOMATOLOGY

4

(number

(SD)

PATIENT

of

i>iailv^W DctllU

symptoms)
oCdlBS

Somatic Complaints

7.3
11.5
2.9
3.7
5.6
5.2

Depressed
unpopular
Thought Disorder
Aggressive
Delinquent

(5.6)

(11.1)
(3.4)
(3.3)

(4.4)

5^

(10.3)

-U.

/

D

-0.40

(2.0)

0.05

(4.1)

-0.93
-1.38
.o CO*

(5.7)

(5.5)

9.1 (6.7)

8.7 (6.8)

12.0 (5.6)

-1.33

19.8 (13.4)
17.3 (9.8)

-0.58

Self- Destructive

(boys only; n=15 vs n=12)

8 6 ^7
12.6
2.9
4.6
7.4

Broad Band Scales
Internalizing

17.9 (13.3)
11.2 (8.8)

Externalizing

Independent

t-test (two-tailed); ** p<.01

*
;

p<.05

31

-2.60*

5

TABLE

3:

Immature

Groupings

of

Defenses

at

Year

D^ffinffftS

Acting Out

Avoidance

Displacement

.59"

.65**

.60**

.61**

.38**

.47**

.49**

.44**

.56**

Avoidance
Displcacement
Projection

Mature

Altruism

Asceticism

.42**

Intellectualization

.30*

Altruism

1

correlations;

Projection

Turning vs. Self

.44**

Defensf^,'^

Pearson

1

**

p<.01;

*

p<.05
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Analyses

between year

of the non-patient

and

1

3. with the

group revealed no differences

use remained generally the same from
year

However, analyses
defense use between year

immature defenses

to

and

3.

It

Thus non-patients" defense

to 3. with the exception of
acting out.

1

a lesser extent

of the patient

1

at

year 3 relative to year

group revealed a number

was found

significantly less in year

3

that patients

relative to

year

they used two of the three mature defenses
significantly more
1

[see Figure

2).

Thus over

mature defenses

more

relatively

1.

of differences in

used four

of the five

[see Figure

1

in

an

1],

whereas

year 3 relative to year

the course of development patients' use of
immature

defenses was deemphasized, while

However, although patients

defense use

exception of acting out, which was
used significantly

less in year 3 (1.5,0.5 vs.
1.3 .0.5, paired t=2.2, p<.05).

immature defense, being used

in

in

their

use

mature defenses was augmented.

of

year 3 used immature defenses relatively less and

more than

in

year

1,

they were

still

using immature defenses

frequently at year 3 relative to non-patients, and using mature
defenses less

frequently relative to non-patients, as detailed above

in

regards to group differences.

BfiManj3LDefen§ejj5fijojjehaviQraL^§^^
In

order to assess whether individual defenses were associated with behavioral

symptomatology, multiple regression analyses were conducted using defenses
years

1

and 3 (each year separately) as the

problem scale

at

year 4 as a

predictor variables

at

and each behavior

Results for the non-patient and patient

criterion variable.

groups are presented separately.

Analyses
self-destructive
at

year

1.

of the non-patient

symptomatology

at

group indicated

that depression, internalizing,

and

year 4 were predicted by use of particular defenses

Specifically, depression, internalizing,

symptomatology were each predicted by year
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1

and

self-destructive (boys only, n=15)

projection,

such

that high

use

of

4 n

2

-

ACTING OUT

p<.001

AVOIDANCE

p<.10

DISPLACEMENT p<.001
PROJECTION p<.01
TURNING VS. SELF p<.001

ONE

THREE
YEAR

FIGURE

1:

Change

in

Patients'

from Year

34

Use
1

of

to 3

Immature Defenses

4n

>
t
z

3

-

UJ

ASCETICISM (ns)
ALTRUISM p<.01
INTELLECTUALIZATION

ONE

THREE
YEAR

FIGURE

2:

Change

in

Patients'

from Year
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1

Use
to 3

of

Mature Defenses

p<.01

projection

was associated

with the

emergence

symptoms

of

[(depression df=31. r2=.53,

P<.01; projection t=2.97, p<.01), (intemalizing df=31,
r2=.52. p<.05; projection
t=2.58, p<.05), (self-destructive df=14,
r2=.89, p<.05; projection t=3.12,
p<.05)].

destructive symptomatology

was

also predicted by year

1

acting out, altruism

Self-

and

avoidance (df=14, r2=.89. p<.05; acting out t=4.41,
p<.01; altruism t=3.16, p<.05;

avoidance t=2.55, p<.05), such that high use

of acting out

avoidance were associated with symptomatology.

In

and low use

who

avoidance, are at
patients

who

on

early

in

risk for

year

year

(i.e., in

1

1)

use acting

use projection are

at risk for

three of these symptomatologies
in

conjunction,

it

1)

non-

altruism or

developing depression,

symptomatology. This

an individual adolescent using projection

emerge

that:

developing self-destructive symptomatology; and 2) non-

internalizing, or self-destructive

that

do not use

out, or

and

4 symptomatology

contrast, year

could not be predicted by year 3 defenses. These
findings suggest
patients

of altruism

in

at

conjunction.

can be proposed that

year

latter finding

1

would neccessarily develop

However,

in

symptom

this

does not indicate
all

the case that they did
picture is suggestive of

suicidal risk.

Analyses

of the patient

4 was predicted by both year

1

group indicated that aggressive symptomatology
turning against self

and

in

year

intellectualization (df=30,

r2=.53, p<.05; turning against self t=4.24, p<.001; intellectualization t=2.40, p<.05),

such

that high

use

of turning against self

and low use

of intellectualization

associated with the emergence of symptoms. Year 3 turning against

hand,

was

predictive of year

self,

4 unpopular symptomatology (df=30, r2=.58,

against self t=4.40, p<.001), such that high use of turning against self
with symptomatology.
patients

use

who

To summarize these

three years previously

(i.e., in

intellectualization, are at risk for

patient group findings,

year

1

)

it

were

on the other
p,.01; turning

was associated

appears that

use turning against

self,

or

do not

developing aggressive symptomatology, whereas
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patients

who

relatively recently

(i.e., in

year 3) use turning against
self are at

risk for

developing unpopular symptomatology.

Associations were assessed between
change

symptomatology. Change
defense's trajectory as:

no change from year
with no

1).

year

defense use from year

fiMlstablejise

1

defense use and behavioral

to

3 was defined according to the

(defined as a consistently high score
with

to 3); Infrequent stable use (defined
as

change from year

relative to

year

1

in

in

1

to 3);

increaseduse (defined as a higher score

and decreaseduse (defined as a lower score

1);

Analyses

of variance

and

at

at

year 3

year 3 relative to

were conducted between each defense's

each behavior problem scale; significance was defined
test (critical

a consistently low score

trajectories for

at the .05 level, Bonferroni

value=2.72 except where otherwise indicated). Results

t-

for the non-patient

patient groups are presented separately.

Acting Out

.

For the non-patient group there were no significant differences

symptomatology between acting out

change from year

1

to

3

in

use

trajectories.

Thus

for non-patients, the

of acting out is not indicative of

a

particular

in

degree

of

symptom

picture.

However,

for the patient group,

decreased use (n=23)
of acting out

(t=3.06)
out.

from year

analyses of the increased use (n=4)

trajectories revealed that, for these adolescents, increased
1

to

Interestingly, frequent

symptomatology than other

patients as a

(i.e., in

means

use

3 was associated with greater aggressive symptomatology

and thought disorder symptomatology

adolescence

vs.

use

of acting out

trajectories;

both years

1

and

3)

it

(t=3.17) than

was

may be

is

of acting

not associated with greater
that consistent

evidence of

of negotiating internal turmoil,
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decreased use

its

use

of acting out in

effectiveness for these

and thus

is

not associated with

behavioral turmoil.

However, the above finding
suggests

developmentally immature defense,
relatively late in

adolescence

Of negotiating internal
turmoil

turmoil,

(i.e. in

is

added

year

which

is

3).

that

if

acting out,

a

an adolescent's defensive

to

then

it

reflects

a perhaps

repertoire

last resort

means

likewise evident in the form
of behavioral

namely aggressive and thought
disorder symptomatology.

Altruism.

differences

in

For both the non-patient and
patient groups there were no significant

symptomatology between altruism

change from year

to

1

3

in

use

Thus the degree

traiectories.

of altruism is not indicative of

a

particular

of

symptom

picture.

Asceticism

For the non-patient group there were no
significant differences

.

symptomatology between asceticism
However,

in

trajectories.

for the patient group,

analyses

of the

increased use {n=5) vs.

infrequent use (n=23) trajectories revealed that increased
use of asceticism from year
to

1

3 was associated with more delinquent symptomatology (t=3.39) and more

externalizing symptomatology (t=3.55) than infrequent use of
asceticism.

These

findings are puzzling, as the acquisition of asceticism, a
mature defense, relatively late

adolescence

in

(i.e., in

year 3) might be expected to be associated with either no

symptomatology, or symptomatology
of

an increased use

vs. infrequent

of

an

"internalizing" nature.

use trajectory difference

externalizing

symptomatology perhaps suggests

represents a

means

Avoidance

.

to

use

delinquent and

of asceticism in year 3

of attempting to gain control.

For the non-patient group, analyses

decreased use (n=10)
1

that

in

However, the finding

of the

trajectories revealed that increased

use

increased use (n=7) vs.
of

avoidance from year

3 was associated with greater depressed symptomatology (avoidance
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critical

value=2.46, t=2.85) than decreased
use of avoidance. There were no non-patients

who had a
trajectory

frequent use trajectory, and thus comparisons
between the frequent use

and other

avoidance
is

trajectories could not

be made,

it

may be

that frequent

associated with symptomatology, which

is likely

in

in

depressed symptomatology suggests

relatively late in

adolescence

turmoil which

likewise manifested behaviorally,

is

(i.e.,

at

use

since avoidance

However, the above finding regarding an increased

difference

of

likewise associated with depression
symptomatology, or altematively, as

is

the case with acting out (see above), that only
an increase

defense.

use

that

use

year 3) represents a

namely

is

avoidance

means

is

an immature

decreased

vs.

of this

in

of

trajectory

immature defense
of negotiating internal

depression

symptomatology.
For the patient group there were no significant differences

between avoidance
3

in

use

of

trajectories.

avoidance

is

Thus

for patients, the

not indicative of

a

particular

Displacement For both the non-patient and

differences

in

.

for the patient group,

change from year

1

picture.

patient groups there

were no

trajectories.

intellectualization trajectories.

analyses of the infrequent use (n=11) vs.

increased use (n=16) trajectories revealed
of intellectualization

symptomatology

For the non-patient group there were no significant

symptomatology between

However,

symptom

of

symptomatology between displacement

significant differences in

Intellectualization

degree

in

from year

1

to

that, for

these adolescents, infrequent use

3 was associated with greater delinquent

(critical

value=2.46, t=2.76) and externalizing symptomatology (t=2.49) than increased use of
Intellectualization.

groups revealed

Likewise, analyses of the infrequent use vs. decreased use (n=4)

that, again, infrequent

use

of intellectualization

from year

1

to

3 was

associated with both greater delinquent (t=2.79) and externalizing symptomatology
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to

{t=3.05) than

decreased use. To summarize these

intellectualization

was associated

findings, infrequent

with greater delinquent

use

of

and extemalizing

symptomatology than both increased use and
decreased use. These findings suggest
that the capacity for intellectualization,
a developmentally mature defense,

year

1

or 3, protects patients from developing

a

delinquent and extemalizing symptomatology.
trajectory,

particular

No

symptom

Projection and

groups there were no

at

namely

patients had a frequent use

and thus comparisons between the frequent
use

trajectories could not

picture,

whether

trajectory

and other

be made.

Tuminq Aqainst

Self

.

For both the non-patient and patient

significant differences in

turning against self trajectories.
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symptomatology between projection or

CHAPTER

4

DISCUSSION

This study's findings provide
ennpirical reflections upon
several issues
pertaining to defense mechanisr^s
as raised by the previous
theoretical and empirical
literatures.

First

of

and

importantly, the finding of non-patient
versus patient differences

defense mechanisms bolsters confidence

mechanisms,

codings of

i.e.,

in

the validity of our

clinical interviews, in that

the sensitivity of the measure

in differentiating

measure

of

in

use

defense

these group differences attest to

between

and

non-clinical

clinical

samples.

The nature

of

these group differences

-

that patients

used the immature

defenses moreso than non-patients, who used the
mature defenses moreso than
patients
larger

-

echo the year

sample

1

findings of

Jacobson and colleagues (1986) based upon the

(inclusive of the present study's sub-sample).

present study indicate that these group differences

in

use

of

The

immature and mature

defenses at age fourteen were likewise evident two years hence

were no longer

patients

Regardless
for

rather, at

of the stablility of these

in

group differences from year

defense use from years

year 3 they used four

of five

immature defenses

defenses being used. These findings

documented such changes
a patient sample with

showed

virtually

1

to

when

sixteen,

in

patients'

slightly differing

no movement

in their

use

of

less,

in

to 3, findings

time to the next;

and two

their part in

replicate those of

defenses from years

of three

mature

terms of the

Meeks
1

(1990),

to 3,

membership. The non-patients,
use

1

3 indicate that

defense use did not remain stable from one point

defenses more, thus indicating signficant movement on
particular

age

at

hospitalized.

each group regarding changes

patients' profile of

findings of the

in

who

based upon

contrast,

of particular defenses, with the exception of
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.

acting out, an immature
defense, being used less.
iterated above, that regardless
of the

towards increasing use

movement

in

mature defenses, they

of

and fewer mature defenses

The documentation

at

of

year 3 relative to

two groupings

Group differences

defense use on the part

still

likely to

of intercorrelated

intellectualization

defenses.

in

defenses indicates that

concert with other particular

be used to similar extents; these

convention, termed "immature" defenses.

were

likely to

be used

and

turning

as per Vaillanfs

are,

Similarly, altruism, asceticism,

in

of patients

used more immature defenses

Specifically, acting out, avoidance,
displacement, projection,

against self were

as

their non-patient counterparts.

these adolescents tended to use
particular defenses
defenses.

indicate,

and

concert; these are termed "mature-

Furthermore, negative correlations between
the two groups indicate that

adolescents tended to predominately use one or the
other repertoires. These

groupings were documented

and

and likewise

3,

for the

for the

pooled non-patient and patient groups

her patient sample at year

1

and 3 and

in

whether

it

is

differences

In

defense use, both

the nature of change between years

documented groupings

of defenses, provide

empirically warranted to

defenses as arranged

in

of

defenses

1

The above described group
years

a hierarchy

a means

embrace the

of maturity.

1

that of defenses as conceptualized along

and

3,

of reflecting

of

a

static nature at

as well as the

upon the issue

of

theoretical conceptualization of

The term

"maturity"

unfortunately, help to specify which of two theoretical issues

we

are

does

now

not,

attending

to,

a chronological developmental continuum

along an adaptive-pathological continuum. The term might refer to either or both
theoretical propositions.

1

separate groups at each year. These findings replicate and

extend those of Meeks, who documented immature and
mature groupings
in

years

at

However, we can examine the extent

to

which the present

empirical findings inform us about each of these continuum issues.
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or

Considering

first

the developmental continuum,
our findings indicate that

healthy adolescents at age
fourteen have a repertoire of
mature and immature

defenses, and

same

virtually the

years hence

change

in

make phmary use

at

age

sixteen.

Thus, over the course

this repertoire

of

The

appears

development, there

healthy adolescents' use of the
particular defenses examined

sample alone there

this

along a developmental continuum

in

at least

is

no evidence

between the ages

of

is little

in this

study,

any progression

of fourteen

and

sixteen.

picture of adolescents with a history
of psychiatric hospitalization, however,

two ways. Our findings indicate

different in

make

mature defenses;

configuration (with the exception
of decreased use of acting
out) two

and therefore based upon

is

of the

that

first,

these adolescents not only

primary use of Immature defenses at both
age fourteen and sixteen, but second,

that for these adolescents there is a
developmental progression

points in time; although at

age sixteen they continue

between the two

to primarily

use immature

defenses, relative to age fourteen they are using
immature defenses less and mature

defenses more. The question these findings can not answer
adolescents are progressing

which

their healthy counterparts

sequence
and

in

is

qualitatively unlike

rather, is

a function

is

that of

whether these

a delayed fashion through a developmental sequence

accomplished

earlier on, or

whether

this

documented

any progression undergone by healthy adolescents,

of (or plausibly

a cause

of) their

psychopathology. This

is

a

question which must be a matter for future empirical consideration.

To

turn to the

proposed adaptive-pathological continuum, our comparisons

of

healthy adolescents with patient adolescents (both at the time of psychiatric
hospitalization

and two years hence) echo the

findings of both Bond's group (1983;

1986) and Jacobson and colleagues (1986), that the healthy group uses particular

defenses termed by convention "mature", and that the patient group uses defenses

termed "immature". Thus these findings support the proposition
are associated with adaptation

(i.e.,

non-patient status) and
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that

some defenses

some defenses

are

associated with pathology

neccessary

patient status).

(i.e.,

to delineate issues

which these data do not serve

"immature" defenses precede
the presentation
hospitalization
alternatively,

"adaptive",

and

in

Having embraced

some way

of

contribute to the

did these defenses assist

them

to clarify.

emergence

in

it

is

First, did

use

of

pathology which required

were the defenses employed by
patients

i.e.,

this finding

of that

some

in

pathology? Or,

relative

sense

coping with their pathology?
Again,

these are questions which must
await empirical attention.

We

can however, use these

latter

guiding questions

in

order to understand the

associations which this study's findings
reveal between non-clinically
significant

symptomatology
later

use

of

at

age seventeen and

defenses

trajectories of

(i.e..

at

early use of defenses

age sixteen) and the

defense change from age fourteen

post-hospitalization, consistently exhibited

(i.e.,

at

age

fourteen),

longitudinal course of defenses

to sixteen).

(i.e.,

Patients, three years

more symptomatology than non-patients on

eight of nine scales (the exception being
unpopular symptomatology where the degree
of

symptomatology was

equivalent); on two of these scales, the delinquent

externalizing scales, patients

symptoms than

showed a

non-patients.

statistically significantly greater

However, regardless

of

number

i.e.,

diagnostic.

Thus

it

can be suggested

means

of

may

clinically

that the several distinct

associations between defenses and symptomatology evident

discussed below,

of

these differences between

groups, neither non-patients" nor patients' degree of
symptomatology was
significant,

and

in this sub-clinical

realm,

only be suggestive of associations which would be evident by

these measures, were the symptomatic presentations more

The questions posed by
whether there are associations

this

of

clinically robust.

study are encompassed by the larger question of

any kind between defenses and behavioral

symptomatology, or whether defenses and pathology are unrelated constructs. This
study's findings provide empirical indication that defense
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mechanisms and

psychopathology are

in

fact related dimensions.

The nature

of this relationship is

delineated by the following findings.
the findings indicate that there
are several defenses which,

First,

early on

{i.e.,

presentations
concurrently

at

age fourteen) are
at

(i.e.,

(i.e.,

related to particular types of
later behavioral

age seventeen), while one defense,
when used

age

at

sixteen),

Specifically, early

related to

is

use by non-patients

behavioral expression of an impulse

in

one

gratification of

needs

in

which involves the

order to evade the accompanying affect,
In

likewise predicted self-destructive
symptomatology:

and

conflict-laden,

more

relatively

particular behavioral presentation.

of acting out,

predicted later self-destructive symptomatology.

away from something

when used

contrast,

little

use

of

two defenses

avoidance, involving a fuming

altruism, the surrendering of direct

favor of vicarious satisfaction gained through
service to others.

Furthermore, non-patients' early use of projection
predicted

later self-

destructive symptomatology, and likewise depression
and internalizing

symptomatology. This potential combination
internalizing

symptomatology

suicidal presentation.

It

is

is,

a turning inwards

and

as previously commented upon, suggestive

somewhat

of

a

surprising, however, that projection, which

involves the externalization of inner conflict,
indicate

of self-destructive, depression

of aggression,

is

i.e.,

associated with behaviors which

depression, internalizing, and

sell-

destructive behaviors.

For patients,

first,

early

use

symptomatology. Turning against
impulse which was

initially

of turning against self predicted later aggressive
self involves the turning inwards of

directed against another person, and thus

surprising that turning against self
destructive, symptomatology.

is

an aggressive
it

is

somewhat

associated with aggressive, as opposed to

Secondly,

little

use

of intellectualization,

guard against physically acting upon affects or impulses, predicted

symptomatology.
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self-

which serves to

later

aggressive

One

was observed between

association

defense and behavioral presentation:
use

the relatively concurrent
use of a

of turning against self

sixteen predicted unpopular
symptomatology at age seventeen.
resulting from the

the form of

fuming inwards

demeaning oneself

may be understood

that

in

of hostility,

socially,

as typical

among

by patients

The

self-injury

of turning against self,

can take

other things, and thus this association

light.

These above associations are evident upon
consideration
static point in time (at

age

at

year

1

or 3)

in

of

defenses

relation to later behavioral presentation.

at

However,

consideration of the longitudinal path or trajectory
of a defense, thus embracing

change over

time,

and the

relation of

such defense

presentation, revealed further findings of interest.

concemed

a

its

trajectories to later behavioral

These

findings, detailed below,

the avoidance longitudinal trajectories for non-patients,
and the acting out,

asceticism, and intellectualization longitudinal trajectories
for patients.

For non-patients,
fourteen to sixteen

it

was found

was associated

seventeen than decreased use
adolescent
late in

is

is

conflict-laden

if

who had a

age

at

(i.e.,

symptomatology than
non-patients

use

of

with greater depressed

avoidance. Thus

it

shed

that

sixteen), then this

is likely

this

to

means

light

if

at

age

a healthy

of defending

by turning away

be associated with more depressed

defense were being relinquished.

Since there were no

frequent use of avoidance trajectory, differences

on the interpretive issue
is

of

in

that

whether long-term frequent use

"adaptive" and,

in

compahson

associated with lesser symptomatology. Alternatively,
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to increased

it

in

trajectories could not

This particular comparison would have been revealing,

even an immature one,
is

symptomatology

seems

symptomatology between the frequent and increased use
elicited.

avoidance from age

bolstering his or her use of avoidance, an immature defense, relatively

adolescence

from what

of

that increased

may be

of

it

be

may have

a defense,

use

of

avoidance,

that frequent

use

of

this

immature defense,

Increased use.

like

associated with greater symptomatology

is

than other trajectories.

For patients, differences
for three

It

sixteen
at

in

symptomatology between

defenses:

acting out, asceticism, and
intellectualization.

was found

that, for patients,

was associated

is

identified

and thought disorder symptomatology

of acting out.

The

finding that frequent

use

of

not associated with greater symptomatology
than other trajectories

suggests (as explored above

in

regards to avoidance) that long-term, consistent
use

acting out from age fourteen to sixteen,
regardless of

some sense

"adaptive"

lesser symptomatology.

play at this late date,
in

were

increased use of acting out from
age fourteen to

with greater aggressive

age seventeen than decreased use

acting out

in

trajectories

in that,

It

i.e.,

is

being an "immature" defense,

relative to other trajectories,

when

only

age

it

there

reason to

is

sixteen, that there

is

it

call

seems

is

is

associated with

acting out into increasing

indication of behavioral turbulence

the form of aggressive and thought disorder symptomatology.

increased use of acting out

of

In this

sense,

to represent adolescents' last resort

means

of

attempting to gain control over impulses and affects.
In

examining the asceticism

increased use of a defense,

symptomatology;

in this

this

trajectories of patients,

we

again find evidence of

time a mature defense, as associated with greater

instance, increased use of asceticism at age sixteen

associated with greater delinquent and externalizing symptomatology

seventeen than infrequent use

of asceticism.

It

is

this is not the case.

Again

age

might be expected that bolstered use of

a "mature" defense such as asceticism would be associated
symptomatology, but

at

was

in this

with lesser

case, frequent use of asceticism

not associated with greater symptomatology than other trajectories, turning us again

to the interpretation that long-term

use

of this

defense may be "adaptive" and might

protect against the development of behavioral symptomatology, whereas an increase
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in its

use might represent a

last resort

means

of gainirig instinctual

and

affective

control.

Finally,

we

turn to the patients' intellectualization
trajectories.

In this

instance,

the above emerging pattem of increased
use of a defense as associated with
greater

symptomatology

is

violated.

Instead, long-term infrequent use of
intellectualization

associated with greater delinquent and extemalizing
symptomatology

seventeen than increased or decreased use
this

defense

is

of intellectualization.

age

at

Thus

was

seems

it

that

functioning differently than avoidance, acting
out, and asceticism, as

discussed above.

In this

case, increased use

was

not indicative of incumbent

symptomatology, but rather seemed to protect against
of intellectualization

was

indicative of

it,

whereas long-term lack

upcoming behavioral

turmoil.

The

of

use

finding that

both increased and decreased use of intellectualization were
associated with lesser

symptomatology suggests

that the capacity for intellectualization,

fourteen or sixteen, serves a protective function.
trajectory, thus

use

use of

sense

that

If

this

were

is

it

at

age

had a frequent use

might be supposed, frequent

associated with lesser symptomatology relative to other

so, then there

intellectualization at

it

patients

are unable to examine whether, as

of intellectualization

trajectories.

that

we

No

whether

would be a stronger basis

for the interpretation

any age serves an adaptive, protective function

the

in

prevents the development of delinquent and externalizing behavioral

difficulities.

To summarize
avoidance

the longitudinal findings,

(for non-patients),

is

turbulence.

(for patients)

who

is

-

operate
difficulties.

when

called

emerging behavioral symptomatology, and thus

struggling with instinctive, affective,

Intellectualization,

-

associated with increasing behavioral

then, regardless of being "immature" or "mature",

into increasing play are indicative of

depict an adolescent

appears that three defenses

and acting out and asceticism

such that increased use over time

These three defenses,

it

on the other hand, appears
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to

and behavioral

operate

differently.

In its

case, the capacity for intellectualization
protects against the development
of behavioral
difficulties,

and

thus,

The above
defenses

at

it

can be proposed, serves an "adaptive"
function.

findings, regarding both static

age fourteen and sixteen and

and

longitudinal consideration of

their associations with behavioral

symptonnatology, do not indicate a pattern of
association, for either non-patients or
patients,

such that global groupings

of

immature and mature defenses are

associated with presence, absence, or nature

do know
use

of

that patient status, both

immature defenses

in this

of

differentially

age seventeen symptomatology.

sample and

We

others, is associated with greater

relative to non-patient status.

However,

it

may be

that this

global finding obscures the differing relationships
of individual defenses to

symptomatology, and accordingly the more subtle issues such
as whether
defenses contribute

and

to or dilute pathology.

intellectualization

-

indicative of

For instance, as detailed above, asceticism

two "mature" defenses

drastically different relationships to

capacity for intellectualization

in

have, from a longitudinal perspective,

seems

of

asceticism

to protect against the

is

development

is

whereas the

of the

same

an "adaptive" defense mechanism

to

one's repertoire.
It

is

suggested then,

that the notion

and accompanying terminology

"immature" versus "mature" defenses be reserved
of

Increased use

externalizing behavioral difficulties,

behaviors, suggesting that intellectualization

have

-

symptomatology.

upcoming delinquent and

individual

for

of

discussions and empirical study

normative chronological development of defense mechanisms. As stated above,

these project's data

reflect

upon

this issue only to the extent that

are undergoing a progression of change
healthy adolescents;

we do

their counterparts, or are

Longitudinal studies

will

not

in

defense use which

know whether

moving through a

be needed

we see

not paralleled by

is

patients are trying to get "caught up" with

qualitatively different

sequence.

to further delineate the nature

"immature" and "mature" defenses.
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that patients

and course

of

This project's data provide support for
a conceptualization of individual

defenses along an adaptive-pathological continuum,
a notion which, as suggested
above, should be kept conceptually separate
from the immature-mature continuum.

We
at

have seen that the presence

age fourteen

of several

defenses

or sixteen are associated with

intellectualization

in

adolescents' repertoires either

age seventeen behavioral

stands alone on the adaptive end

of the

continuum

difficulties;

in that

having the

capacity for intellectualization, whether at age
fourteen or sixteen, appears to ward

age seventeen behavioral

difficulties.

It

must be remembered

symptomatology exhibited by both non-patient and patients
sub-clinical nature; future studies of clinical

be required to better discern

at

that the level of

age seventeen was

samples with robust symptomatology

varieties of relationships

off

between

individual

a

of

will

defenses and

particular pathologies.

As Shafer suggests,

"impulse, defense and adaptation are

abstractions from observed total behavior ...

it

is

with respect to these three basic reference points
that catches, holds

Future empirical

understanding

and rewards the

efforts, then,

of or

-

impulse, defense and adaptation

-

attention of the psychoanalytic observer." (p.164)

are called upon to

human

aspects

actually the patient's shifting position

in

turn refine our clinical

of the multiple varieties of relationship

reference which comprise

all

behavior.
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between these

shifting points of
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